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LiaCook:Re-Embodied
Nancy Margolis Gallery, NewYork, March 2-April22,
I first encountered lia Cook's work
in her 2004 exhibition Embedded
Portraiture at Perimeter Gallery in
Chicago. Walking into the gallery,
I found myself surrounded by
large woven images-faces and
cropped details of faces, mostly
in black and white . some as
large as a meter square. Though
I recognized immediately the
technical virtuosity of the work, it
was something else that captivated
me and that continues to fuel my
curiosity about Cook's work.
Approaching one piece after
the next, I became acutely aware
of how the woven construction of
the image frustrated my attempts
to resolve that image. At a certain
distance I could only see image,
not thread. At another distance I
could only see thread, not image.
Standing at the precise threshold
demarcating these two possible
views of the work , and rocking
first forward then back, I found
that the resulting perceptual
confusion released a particular
affective response-something
in proximity of grief or longing
though not exactly either of those .
Something that in a story would
be evoked by the word ago. What
was being enacted here went
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beyond a game of resolution and
dissolution. I became convinced
that this strong affective response,
shared by many viewers of Cook's
work, was triggered less by what
was depicted than by something
in the structure of the work itself.
It is not that the face illustrates an
emotion and so we feel, rather that
in attempting to resolve the woven
face we retrace a series of internal
operations, and this retracing
produces affect. An old record
replayed by a new device.
Cook's show Re-Embodied in
March 2006 at Nancy Margolis
Gallery in New York presented
me with an opportunity to reexperience the work and to attempt
to tease apart how I understand her
work to function. In doing so I want
to consider the following : what is it
about the inseparability of material
and image in these works that
makes them function differently
than a painted, photographed,
or printed image would? Is there
value in considering the works as
having a performative aspect and
evaluating them as events rather
than simply images or objects?
With regard to this, are there craftbased conventions of presentation
left unchallenged that interfere
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interfering information, navigating
the relationship of distance and
resolution-that to engage Cook's
work is in some way to retrace
paths long since abandoned
in favor of more automatic and
unlabored perception . And if this
is the case, might retracing along
these old grooves release affect,
much as a record in the appropriate
device releases sound? Or is the
development of vision the wrong
arena entirely-could the affect
have less to do with learning to see
and more to do with the temporally
coincident processes by which a
self would have been coming into
focus?
At the time I went to see Cook's
show, I was reading the work of the
child psychologist Jean Piaget. In
the language of his narratives of
how the child comes to knowledge,
there is abundant reference to
doubleness, to thresholds, to
crossing and recrossing. Here is
one particularly dense passage:

as such, norinvariant
intermediaries,the initial
problemof knowledgewill
thereforebe the construction
of such intermediaries:
startingfrom the point of
contactbetweenthe body
itself and externalthings,
they willdevelopin the two
complementarydirections
given by the externaland the
internal,and it is on this twofold
progressiveconstructionthat
any sound elaborationof
subject and objectdepends.
(Piaget1972: 19)
If Piaget has it right, is it any
wonder that Cook's double clothswith their familial faces swimming
just out of focus, with built-in
frustrations to sight, with all they
allow and all they refuse-would
be the thing capable of making
palpable for us the distance
between then and now?
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